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Donations include contribution, grant or payment in cash or in kind made with             

kindness, not for profit or exception of something in return. Authentic corporates social             

responsibility and has developed a structure to ensure that it does the right thing in different                

areas including a commitment to ensuring that our presence is beneficial to the communities              

in which we operate.  

Authentic involves to optimize the positive impact of its community investment            

efforts and focuses to three core funding areas, with their own objectives and reasons as               

outlined below. 

  

Healthcare 

● Supply medicines or equipments to hospitals and required food or cost of treatments             
to patients.  

 

Education  

● Supplying needs such as accessories for learning and school supplies to undergraduate            
schools mainly in Rural Areas  

● Supporting Scholarship to outstanding students for further study 

 

Community Development  

● Contribute to victims of natural disasters such floods, earthquakes and storms 

● Provide support to displaced people from disasters concerned with human welfare. 

● Supply every requirement to local orphanages. 

  



 

We provide support only to legitimate social organisations who work in one of these              

areas, and who work for the benefit of all the people in their communities, regardless of                

ethnicity, social background or religion. 

We do not provide donations to individuals. Our objectives are exclusively           

humanitarian, and we only support projects that are politically neutral. 

In particular, we will not make charitable donations with a view to influencing an              

official or business decision, or in order to gain any advantage to which we are not entitled. 

Our donations are always transparent, and never given in secret. We will always keep              

accurate records of our donations. 

To assure that this policy is correctly followed we will conduct an assessment of the               

parties which is intended to provide sponsoring to. This will include: check if compliant to               

the policy, check if receiver of donation is actually representing the intended receiver             

organization. 
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